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Some easy pics

Digital Twin world
METAVERSE with NFT
Professional mapping
web software
Drone & Scanning
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Some easy pics

- NFT of public space to be claimed by MAP holders
(streets, squares, open field)
- NFT of 3D scanned objects to trade with them
- NFT of geo data
(3D buildings, aerial images, drone, IOT data, sensors...)
- NFT of real state properties
(Scanned interiors)

Used by professionals that need this data for their
projects of geography, smart cities, urbanism, territory
contro, bussines digital twins tryouts...
For mapping services like web maps, map apps,
localization services...
For metaverse social interactions (advertising, bussines
presentations, 3D objects art...)
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Some easy pics

Mapping GIS management tools
CAD and BIM management tools
3D files and rendering managing tools

THE BRIDGE BETWEEN REAL
WORLD AND GEOMETAVERSE
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Some easy pics

Franchises network
DRONE
GNSS
SCANNING DEVICE
FORMATION
SOFTWARE ACCESS
Money converted to MAP token
through real mapping services

A percentage of that incoming will be used for
MAP token buybacks
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What we want?
Our objective is to create a digital twin metaverse of world elements like land,
buildings, interiors and also objects.
Everything will be precisely georeferenced.
This twin will be represented in different ways.
2D map, like map services we use for driving.
3D map, like map services such as Google Earth.
Interior 3D representation of the buildings.
With the 4th dimension, TIME and weather effects.
Explorable like an open world game metaverse with avatars and interaction with other
people.
All this representation will be filled with extra data and many different layers of
information.
Interior real state properties, public places, objects, and geodata will be minted as NFT
and owned by people.

Who will own this twin world?
World elements will be minted as NFT in the Bitgert Network (BRC20)
Exterior public spaces will be owned by holders, interior places by its own property,
3D scanned objects and geodata by its own creators.
All this NFT will be tradable (buy, sell or rent) for gaming use, prfessional, services,
advertising, social interactions...
Public places to be claimed by holders will be 1 token = 1 square decameter
The NFT prices will depend on demand, place, typology
As public places will be owned by all token holders there will be some votes to decide
some things that will happen in our twin world. Public places will be available for buy
the right for all holders, with priority to the older ones.
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What owners will get? And other users?
When an owner or holder claims its property or public place they will get an NFT,
ready to be filled with additional data and representation forms. (Geodata and 3D
objects)
This data and representation can be done by us or done with external services.
There are several data we can give, depending on how we get the data from.
All users, NFT owners or not will be able to view all public data and representations of
the world and explore it in the different ways we have explained before.
Also, it will be able to view private data if the owners want. The owners of different
parts of the world will decide what is available to be seen and what is not of their
properties.

How we will get data?
Every day we have more ways to get georeferenced data and more affordable.
Our data will come from free and private sources and will not be only normal images.
We will get data to make our representations from satellites, plane and helicopter
flights, drone flights, terrain and interior scanning and topographic surveys.
We will add data to our representation from different sensors.
Normal imagery, multiespectral, hyperspectral, thermal, lidar, corona effect, IOT
sensors (temperature, movement, level, humidity, radiance, CO2, pressure, proximity,
localization, etc.), Altitude data, soil data...
We will be able to add any additional data layer
to our twin and be used like 3D GIS software with
BIM and CAD data management.
There will be a designer space to create new objects
or additional data.
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What we do with this data?
The data will be used to create the representation of that place of the world (land,
building, interior...) with the asked resolution and with the asked additional data.
All geo NFT information that have been in a place will always remain, so there will be a
data history.
Our platform will be used for many professional purposes like agriculture control,
construction sites control, architecture design, smart cities control, planning, analyze,
industrial inspections, urban planning, terrain analysis, etc.
And also for gaming and social interaction, advertising, bussines presentations... with
our metaverse open world environment where many things can take place.
4D TWIN MAPS will be a platform that mixed and put together topographic
representation, GIS services, Architecture BIM, IOT data management, real world
gaming environment and metaverse interactions.

What funders and holders will get?
Funders that hold the tokens for some time after listing will get its own NFT of their
properties with some extra information and a representation form for free
Also, we will be doing NFT airdrops to the best holders after our twin world metaverse
is released
A percentage of the income for our services will be used to buy MAP tokens and make
the price rise
Old holders will have priority to claim public place when it's available
Other benefits to be announced
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Let's get things keep going (MAP token and stable coin)
Raise funds to keep growing the project.
Token launch at Bitgert Startup Studio
With the amount raised we will keep working on the project and make it functional and
operational.
If we raise less than expected we will keep working on the project and going step by
step trying to raise funds in further occasions.
Funds over expected will be used for marketing, adding new functionalities and
building parts of the world for free, to make the platform much better and attractive to
investors and users of the metaverse game part of the project.
The distribution of funds will be:
70% for development and hosting
10% for marketing, pointing to the final user that can be using our product
10% to create new business that provide services to the main project, but with its own
teamwork and services
10% to core team organization. To have the best development and marketing strategy
Token distribution
Token name: 4D Twin Map
Token symbol: MAP
Total supply:
5,101,000,000,000 MAP tokens
35% Presale allocation = 1,785,350,000,000 MAP token
35% Liquidity = 1,785,350,000,000 MAP token
15% Partnerships, Advisors and Marketing = 765,150,000,000 MAP token
15% Development and Marketing = 765,150,000,000 MAP token
Presale price:
$0,0000005
Exchange listing price: To be decided during presale
Tokenomics after listing:
Buy transaction fee 0% ALWAYS
Sell transaction fee: 10%
As more MC less tax for selling (to be decided)
The same distribution of the funds raised
There will be a stable coin in our platform so
the liquidity will remain stable into the company
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What's our roadmap?

Q1 2022
Build Information Website
Write whitepaper
Presale MAP token
Start Telegram Chat

Q3 2022
Working on the frontend
Integrating 3rd party
plugins
Starting marketing

Q2 2022
Establishing data and
software partnerships
Start developing software
and technology
Working on the backend

Q4 2022
Free show up to public
institutions and privates
New investors call

Q1 2023
First Alpha testing of the
platform for some private

Q2 2023
Release of fully functional
Beta opened to everyone

Q3 2023
Fixing beta reports

Q4 2023
Fully functional platform

2024
Keep adding new
functionalities
This roadmap can be changed depending on how
development goes on and depending on what
functionalities we want to add. Everything will be
properly announced in our official channels
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THANK YOU!
FOLLOW US!
WWW.4DTWINMAPS.COM
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